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1 Future trump speeches & rallies should be called “The
Farewell Tour.” The thing about trump’s dementia that’s
difficult for ppl to grasp is- It steadily worsens. What ppl
see in 3, 6, 9 months will be far worse than today. He’s
had multiple foundations crumble- w/ more coming

2 trump is a unique case. His med info is hidden & distorted. He won't get a

neurological exam bc he knows it’s a one way ride from the WH. There are no a

medical baselines to compare, like yr over yr MRIs or work ups. There is a ton of

behavioral & video evidence of his decline

3 The public is watching him degrade every day in multi malfunctioning display of

incompetence & psychosis. 

 

If it was put it to music… it would like the Spiral Staircase song… 

“Trump is even worse today, than yesterday 

But not as bad as tomorrow”

4 trump was lost in the space / time continuum today. Being off on time by nearly 3

1/2 hours is the type of thing dementia patients do. They aren't on camera bc they

have families protecting them from public humiliation. Not the trump enablers &

grifters. 

Daniel Dale
@ddale8

Replying to @ddale8

Trump says, looking back at the media in the room, "That's a lot 
of people back there for like an 11 o'clock speech." It is 2:40 PM.

4,911 6:40 PM - Aug 13, 2019

1,586 people are talking about this

5 Like a tomato rotting on the vine, trump is still making appearances & degrading

before our eyes. They are trying to extend this fiasco while trump stays deep in denial,

too cowardly to face his condition, w/ zero concern for what it's doing to America. 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

trump isn't the first person in dementia denial, refusing an exam. 
It extends their time "in place" until they have a disaster. trump is 
there now, w/ his psychosis like behavior & response to JE's 
suicide. The more this is extended, the bigger the spectacle of 
his crash will be

3 244 12:02 AM - Aug 12 2019
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3,244 12:02 AM  Aug 12, 2019

1,047 people are talking about this

6 Scaramucci is going to look like a savant to the GOP bc those who don’t believe him

now, will believe him soon. Dementia rule #1 means trump’s worsening condition will

sink to whatever level ANYONE needs to be convinced he’s completely gone. Even

SHS 

‘He’s Off the Rails’: Anthony Scaramucci, on Another Media Blitz, Criti…
Over the past several days, the president and his former communications director
have been locked in a public insult battle.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/us/politics/trump-anthony-scaramucci.html#click=…

7 This is the same Mooch who dined w/ Nikki Haley last week. If you read this

handle, Haley has a starring role since her sudden resignation a UN Ambassador was

backdated to the day after Jamal Khashoggi disappeared. The same Haley who just

visited Iowa. 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

1 Trump’s resignation odds have sharply risen with his obvious 
cratering health & now Nikki Haley‘s sudden interest in Iowa 
politics. Haley will be in Iowa this month helping Sen Joni Ernst 
launch her reelection campaign at Ernst’s reelection 
kickoff.politico.com/story/2019/05/…

576 1:30 PM - Jun 2, 2019

368 people are talking about this

Nikki Haley begins experiment in political life after Trump
The former U.N. ambassador, a rare official to leave on good terms
with the president, is re-emerging on the 2020 campaign trail.
politico.com

8 Yes it’s really happening. It you’re gaming this, remember dementia is an absolute.
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The movement downward is also absolute. trump's steady decline has caught the eye

of some in the GOP and the sharks are starting to circle now... 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

Replying to @TomJChicago

8 Watch the GOP sharks start circling when they smell blood in 
the water when Trump cracks. Haley, Graham & more will either 
want to be Pence’s VP or bypass Pence & try to get the GOP 
2020 nom themselves. Trump won’t be on the ballot. His health 
decline proves it every day now.

1,349 1:45 AM - Jul 28, 2019

362 people are talking about this

9 For a deep dive in to Trump’s Frontotemporal Dementia here’s 11 layers of threads

going back to the summer to last years G7.  

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

1 Loss of balance may be what convinces ppl trump is done. 
He's appeared unintelligible in interviews. He performed an 
obscene gesture in OH that resembled a Mushroom Toss. Yet, 
MSM continues to talk about 2020, or brings a clown like Bannon 
on TV to do a fake trump pump talk.

1,633 5:43 PM - Aug 3, 2019

774 people are talking about this

10 Meanwhile team trump is in triage mode. Cocooning in fear or calling Pence to

make an emergency return to DC. They are maxed out trying to salvage each day, w/

the next day presenting deeper impairment problems. It's a multi alarm, out of

control fire. 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

trump isn't the first person in dementia denial, refusing an exam. 
It extends their time "in place" until they have a disaster. trump is 
there now, w/ his psychosis like behavior & response to JE's 
suicide. The more this is extended, the bigger the spectacle of 
his crash will be

3,244 12:02 AM - Aug 12, 2019

1,047 people are talking about this

11 A thread connected to this one talks a/b Trump’s balance issues. The leg drag we

saw when he was walking in to the trump hotel is duplicated here in a side view.

Besides his balance issues, his brain can’t send the message to his legs to move

properly.  

Liz McLean Knight
@quantazelle

Replying to @TomJChicago

Here's a side view a weekish later, with tags 
d t be/#!/ /q anta el
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d.tube/#!/v/quantazel…

63 5:45 PM - Aug 13, 2019

30 people are talking about this

12 The content of crazed nonsense really stands out. Look deeper in to his inability to

use sentences & structure his thoughts. He blurts out fragments, plastering them on

top of each other, repeating the same pieces over & over...Respected...Trump fan... 

Aaron Rupar
@atrupar

Trump argues his retweet of a @w_terrence tweet suggesting 
the Clintons murdered Jeffrey Epstein "was fine" because 
Williams is "a highly respected conservative pundit. A big Trump 
fan. And that was a retweet ... he's a man who has half a million 
followers."

1,653 4:10 PM - Aug 13, 2019

1,139 people are talking about this

13 This is exactly how mid-stage dementia patients sound when they talk about a

situation they don’t understand. The hard drive (brain) is fragmented & so is the

output. Even a 5 year old has a more direct way of speaking. He has no clue what to

say here. 

Aaron Rupar
@atrupar

Replying to @atrupar

Trump on escalating protests in Hong Kong: "I hope it works out 
for everybody, including China ... I hope nobody gets killed."
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246 4:11 PM - Aug 13, 2019

165 people are talking about this

14 The last gasps of trumpworld have been on display for a while. Like Trump &

Parscale boasting a/b him winning multiple (3,4,5) terms. People often lash out w/

big trash talk when their world is about to crash. Truth is, trump’s prognosis is quite

poor 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

Trump jokes about a 3rd term. Dementia will end this term. His 
issues are snowballing 
Year / Est 
<19 Behavior, concentration, speech, memory 
19 Disorientation, rage, paranoia 
20 Balance, non-communicative 
21 Wheelchair 
22 Aspiration 
23 Bedridden, 24/7 carewashingtonpost.com/politics/trump…

432 7:34 PM - Apr 21, 2019

241 people are talking about this

Trump again jokes about staying on as president for more tha…
Ahead of the Mueller report’s release Thursday morning, Trump
jokingly suggested he might remain in the Oval Office “at least for 10
washingtonpost.com

15 Last gasps- trump's babbling a/b Biden not playing w/ a full deck is his projection

to: 

-Try to hide his worsening condition 

-Refuse to be examined 

-Distort someone else's miscue 

-Try the “we all miss a few things” angle. 
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Note: Biden’s flubs are not comparable to Trump’s FTD

16 Parscale’s screw you, big shot, communication style is another tell that 2020 is not

happening. It might make him & trump feel better but why give away your strategy.

They're going nowhere & Parscale fears it deep down. Hence, the tough talk. He's just

raising cash from idiots

17 trump supporters will need a new theme song for his farewell tour. Parscale can

use Jim Morrison's words: 

 

This is the end 

My only friend 

The end 

Of our elaborate plans 

The end 

Of everything that stands 

The end 

No safety or surprise 

The end 

I'll never look into your eyes 

Again

18 Trump won't be the GOP candidate in November 2020. His condition is worsening

daily and it will get so bad that the GOP will flee. They are starting to figure it out now

and I'm sticking with this.  

Tom Joseph
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@TomJChicago

Replying to @matthewamiller

There is no Trump in 2020. Dementia will take him down if 
Mueller doesn't

274 11:54 PM - Oct 22, 2018

59 people are talking about this
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